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next shift or day

Use of assessment
(subjective/objective data) like CAM,
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Care interruptions, including
frequency of care causing

interruptions

RESULTS
10 total observations: 5 from 7AM shift change; 5 from
7PM shift change
Commonly communicated care issues were: medical
condition, length of stay, activity/mobility,
procedures/diagnostics, problem list, activity status,
assessment tool use.  
Less commonly reported were sleep/rest, risk/presence of
HAI, visitor presence, in-room environment impact,
expected LOS/transitions.  
Observed shift differences include absence of reporting
hospital acquired injury risks, care environment impact,
and visitor presence; assessment tool use reported less in
morning change-of-shift.

IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES FOR
INTEGRATING AI/COMPUTER VISION-
GENERATED CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS INTO
CLINICAL WORKFLOWS AND DECISION-MAKING

The study was conducted on the Duke University
Hospital Medical Stepdown Unit and was determined to
meet quality improvement exemption by the
Institutional Review Board.
Observations were focused on shift reporting of
pertinent care issues by one trained observer; ten
change-of-shift nursing observations were performed
(five morning and five night).  
A checklist of patient care priorities and quality of
addressing the issue was used; field notes were
captured for additional comments and observations. 
Qualitative analyses were used to describe current care
issue reporting. 
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BACKGROUND

OBSERVATIONAL TOOL ITEMS

The emerging ubiquity of cameras in inpatient settings
has the potential to vastly improve continuous patient
monitoring. Once deployed, these cameras  enable
powerful AI/CV monitoring of patients. 
We previously conducted an exploratory study in the
Medical Intensive Care Unit that analyzed >2000 hours
of inpatient video using LookDeep Health AI/CV
technology, focusing on patient movement/activity, staff
bedside activity, and in-room environment.
Building on these findings, we conducted an
ethnographic study to identify opportunities to
incorporate AI/CV into clinical workflows. 

STUDY DESIGN

Representative results from AI/CV study in Duke MICU

LookDeep Health video unit. These cloud-
enabled smart cameras will be deployed on
the 8E medical stepdown unit at Duke for data
collection and care redesign.

KEY RESULT

This observational study revealed care priorities
reported during nursing rounds and areas of
opportunity for AI/CV data, particularly overnight.  
AI/CV can become an integral aid for virtual nursing,
care coordination and remote monitoring for care
priorities. 
Next step: unit-wide pilot deployment of LookDeep
Health video unit on a Duke medical stepdown unit.

CONCLUSION/NEXT STEPS
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